OUR VEHICLES
The home base of World Horse Transport B.V. is
located in the middle of the Netherlands. From
here the trucks leave every day. The capacity of
our trucks varies from 2 to 18 horses.
In order to make the transport of your horse as
safe and comfortable as possible, our vehicles
meet the latest requirements in the field of safe
transport. In addition, they are equipped according
to the legal EU standard. That means:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Well maintained and modern ﬂeet of only
Mercedes Benz vehicles
EU certificate for transport of more than
8 hours
Fans
Constant camera surveillance from the cabin
Light and air displacement in the car
GPS and temperature recording
Water supply for the horses
Rubber upholstery on both the walls and ﬂoors

All our vehicles are cleaned and disinfected weekly
to prevent diseases and infections. This makes our
transport attractive, safe and reliable.

CONTACT INFOMRATION
E-mail:
info@horsetransport.world
European phone number:
+31 (0) 36-3030993
Emergency number (after 18:00):
+31 (0) 6 44111786
WhatsApp:
+31 (0) 6-46070858
www.horsetransport.world

WHERE QUALITY, CARE AND PASSION
COME TOGETHER
Transport | Handling | Quarantaine
www.horsetransport.world

WORLD HORSE TRANSPORT
World Horse transport specializes in
professional National and International
logistics of horses, storage and quarantine. A
profession on its own right, but with the now
20 years of experience of our employees,
your horse is in good and trusted hands. On
the following pages you can see the options
such as private transport and combined
transport, but if you want to have your
horse transported to another continent, it is
no problem at all. Then you also fill in our
quotation request, and we will transport your
horse to the requested destination together
with our even specialized colleague.
We take care of your horse
We transport your most precious possessions
safely, professionally and with expertise.
All drivers have years of experience with
horse transport and everything that goes
with it. Your horse will be taken to the next
destination with great care and attention, and
we also ensure clear communication and a
reliable logistics process. In this way we take
care of the entire process of transporting your
horse.

TRANSPORTING YOUR HORSE
Inspection, import and export papers
Transporting horses involves a lot of paperwork.
From the request for transport to the inspections
that your horse has to pass before he can get on
the road.
When your horse is transported abroad, an
NVWA inspection must be carried out. An export
inspection. This inspection shows whether your
horse is healthy and fit enough to be transported.

for private customers within the Netherlands.
Every other week we have a truck on the routes
in Belgium, France, Spain, Portugal, Germany,
Denmark, Norway and Sweden and we regularly
drive in the United Kingdom, Italy, Finland,
Switzerland, Austria and the Czech Republic. We
can reach all EU countries by truck. Thanks to our
close cooperation with agents all over the world,
intercontinental transport is also made possible.

We can request these inspections quickly and
easily for you. Thanks to our many years of
experience, we are familiar with all the steps that
precede the transport and are happy to help you
with that.

Private and combined transport
We distinguish between private and combined
logistics. During a private transport of your horse,
one customer books a car that is only available for
him or her horse(s). In combination transport (also
known as co-loading), we place several horses
together on a route that we have indicated.

National, international and intercontinental
On a weekly basis, we provide transport for
carousel groups, equestrian camps and horses

We transport horses for everyone, where
everything is focused on service and safe transport
of your most precious possession.

